Abstract.-Since its introduction in 2001, MrBayes has grown in popularity as a software package for Bayesian phylogenetic inference using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. With this note, we announce the release of version 3.2, a major upgrade to the latest official release presented in 2003. The new version provides convergence diagnostics and allows multiple analyses to be run in parallel with convergence progress monitored on the fly. The introduction of new proposals and automatic optimization of tuning parameters has improved convergence for many problems. The new version also sports significantly faster likelihood calculations through streaming single-instruction-multiple-data extensions (SSE) and support of the BEAGLE library, allowing likelihood calculations to be delegated to graphics processing units (GPUs) on compatible hardware. Speedup factors range from around 2 with SSE code to more than 50 with BEAGLE for codon problems. Checkpointing across all models allows long runs to be completed even when an analysis is prematurely terminated. New models include relaxed clocks, dating, model averaging across time-reversible substitution models, and support for hard, negative, and partial (backbone) tree constraints. Inference of species trees from gene trees is supported by full incorporation of the Bayesian estimation of species trees (BEST) algorithms. Marginal model likelihoods for Bayes factor tests can be estimated accurately across the entire model space using the stepping stone method. The new version provides more output options than previously, including samples of ancestral states, site rates, site d N /d S rations, branch rates, and node dates. A wide range of statistics on tree parameters can also be output for visualization in FigTree and compatible software.
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods quickly gained in popularity after they were introduced in statistical phylogenetics in the late 1990's (Mau and Newton 1997; Yang and Rannala 1997; Larget and Simon 1999; Mau et al. 1999 ). This was due to the inherent advantages of the approach but also to the availability of easy-to-use software packages, such as MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist 2001) . Originally, MrBayes only supported simple phylogenetic models, but the model space expanded considerably in version 3.0 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) . In addition to a wide range of models on binary, "standard" (morphology), nucleotide and amino acid data, version 3.0 also supported mixed models. The latter allow different data partitions to be combined in the same model, with parameters linked or unlinked across partitions according to user specifications. MrBayes 3.0 was apparently the first statistical phylogenetics package to support such models (Rannala and Yang 2008) .
Bayesian phylogenetic inference using MCMC has developed in leaps and bounds since the release of MrBayes 3.0. In particular, the relative ease with which complex models can be tackled using the MCMC machinery has led to an explosion in the development of probabilistic evolutionary models (for a review, see Ronquist and Deans 2010) . We have also seen the appearance of better MCMC algorithms and more sophisticated convergence diagnostics for phylogenetic models, and methods for Bayesian model choice have improved considerably.
With this note, we announce the official release of version 3.2 of MrBayes. Version 3.2 was originally intended as a relatively modest expansion of version 3.1, which added convergence diagnostics to the original features in version 3.0. Over the years, however, a number of significant new features were added to version 3.2, and large parts of the program were rewritten. When we now officially release version 3.2, it is every bit as significant in the evolution of the program as the release of version 3.0 almost a decade ago.
DESCRIPTION OF NEW FEATURES
Convergence The phylogenetics community has come to accept as good practice that Bayesian MCMC results VOL. 61 be accompanied by a critical assessment of convergence. Arguably, the best way of accomplishing this is to compare samples obtained from independent MCMC analyses. It is typically the tree samples that are most divergent in phylogenetic analyses, and we therefore introduced the average standard deviation of split frequencies (ASDSF) in MrBayes to allow quantitative assessment of the similarity among such samples.
ASDSF is calculated by comparing split or clade frequencies across multiple independent MCMC runs that ideally should be started from different randomly chosen starting trees (Lakner et al. 2008) . ASDSF should approach 0.0 as runs converge to the same distribution. The frequencies of rare splits or clades are difficult to estimate accurately and these groupings are usually of marginal interest. Therefore, it may be advantageous to exclude them from the diagnostic. MrBayes allows the user to set a cutoff frequency (default value 0.10); all splits or clades occurring minimally at that frequency in at least one of the runs will be incorporated in the ASDSF.
To allow users to monitor MCMC progress, MrBayes can run several analyses in parallel and report the average (ASDSF) or maximum standard deviation of split frequencies at regular intervals. More detailed diagnostics can be obtained using the "sump" and "sumt" commands after the run has completed. They include ASDSF across runs for each of the sampled clades in addition to the potential scale reduction factor (PSRF; Gelman and Rubin 1992) for branch lengths, node times, and substitution model parameters. PSRF compares the variance within and between runs and should approach 1.0 as runs converge. MrBayes 3.2 also reports the effective sample size, widely used for single-run convergence diagnostics.
MrBayes 3.2 also introduces several new features intended to improve MCMC convergence rates. A number of new tree proposal mechanisms have been added, including subtree-swapping moves and extending subtree-pruning-and-regrafting moves, and the default mix of proposals has been optimized (Lakner et al. 2008) . MrBayes 3.2 further includes a completely new type of tree proposal that is guided using parsimony scores. The details of the parsimonybiased proposals will be presented elsewhere; however, tentative empirical results show that they can improve the speed of convergence by an order of magnitude on some problems (see also Höhna and Drummond 2012) . For nontree proposals, MrBayes 3.2 implements auto-tuning that automatically adjusts tuning parameters such that a target acceptance frequency is reached (Roberts and Rosenthal 2009) . Since previous versions, MrBayes supports Metropolis coupling (heated chains) to accelerate convergence. To simplify monitoring of convergence, MrBayes 3.2 prints ASDSF values, acceptance rates of moves, and acceptance rates of swaps between Metropolis-coupled chains to a separate file with a ".mcmc" suffix during runs.
Faster and More Convenient Computation
Much of the computational effort in a phylogenetic MCMC analysis is spent calculating likelihoods. To improve speed, MrBayes 3.2 now employs streaming single-instruction-multiple-data extensions (SSE) for all likelihood calculations. SSE instructions are supported by most current CPUs and provide low-level parallelization of arithmetic operations. Importantly, MrBayes 3.2 also supports the use of the BEAGLE library for likelihood calculations (Ayres et al. 2012) . With BEAGLE, the likelihood calculations can be farmed out to one or more graphics processing units (GPUs) on compatible hardware, resulting in significant speedups for codon and amino acid models in particular. BEAGLE can also be used for likelihood computation on the CPU.
MrBayes 3.2 does not support multithreading, but it does implement the message passing interface (MPI) for efficient parallel processing across large computer clusters (Altekar et al. 2004 ). On many hardware platforms, including Mac OS and Linux, it is possible to use the MPI-enabled Unix version of MrBayes to take advantage of multiple cores. However, MPI parallelization is across chains, which means that the maximum number of cores or processors that can be used by MrBayes is the same as the total number of heated and nonheated chains across all simultaneous runs. For instance, two runs of four chains each would be maximally accelerated on a system with eight processors or cores. The MPI version can be combined with BEAGLE to further expand the opportunity for computational parallelization.
Finally, to facilitate long runs, MrBayes 3.2 implements checkpointing across all models. At a frequency determined by the user, all parameter samples are printed to a ".ckp" file. If desired, the analysis can later be restarted from the checkpoint file, and the final results will appear as if the run had never been stopped.
New Models
Many phylogenetic hypotheses concern the structure of the phylogenetic tree. To facilitate such analyses, MrBayes 3.2 implements three types of constraints on the tree: hard, negative, and partial. A hard constraint forces a split or clade to be present in all trees sampled in the MCMC analysis, whereas a negative constraint forces a split or clade to be absent. Unlike hard and negative constraints, a partial constraint (or backbone constraint) can leave the position of some taxa indeterminate. The indeterminate taxa are allowed to appear on either side of the specified split if the tree is unrooted, or either within or outside the specified clade if the tree is rooted. Several hard, negative, and partial constraints can be combined into complicated priors on the shape of the tree. However, constraints are either on or off; they cannot be associated with probabilities in the current version.
Unlike previous versions, MrBayes 3.2 supports relaxed clock models and dating. Three different relaxed clock models are available: the Compound Poisson Process (CPP; Huelsenbeck et al. 2000) , the ThorneKishino 2002 (TK02; Thorne and Kishino 2002) , and the Independent Gamma Rate (IGR; Lepage et al. 2007) models.
The CPP model is a discrete autocorrelated model, in which rate multipliers appear on the tree according to a Poisson process. The MrBayes implementation uses a lognormal distribution for the rate multipliers instead of the modified gamma distribution proposed originally (Huelsenbeck et al. 2000) . It also includes novel algorithms to allow sampling across tree space since the original paper only dealt with fixed trees.
The TK02 model is a continuous autocorrelated model. In the particular version we implemented (Thorne and Kishino 2002) , the rate of a descendant node is drawn from a lognormal distribution, the mean of which is the same as the ancestral rate and the variance of which is proportional to the length of the branch (measured in expected substitutions per site at the base rate of the clock).
The IGR model is a continuous uncorrelated model. First published as the "white noise" model (Lepage et al. 2007) , it is similar to the uncorrelated gamma model (Drummond et al. 2006) but is mathematically more elegant in that it truly lacks time structure. In the IGR model, effective branch lengths are drawn from a gamma distribution, in which the mean is the same as, and the variance proportional to, the branch length.
Dating can be achieved in MrBayes 3.2 by calibrating interior or tip nodes in the tree; calibrated interior nodes need to be associated with hard constraints to be valid. Calibration points can be either fixed or associated with uncertainty. The birth-death prior model on clock trees has been expanded to incorporate recent progress in the understanding of the linear constant birth-death process with complete sampling (Gernhard 2008) , with random incomplete sampling (Stadler 2009 ), or with clustered or diversified sampling (Höhna et al. 2011 ). The tree moves on clock and relaxed clock trees have also been improved considerably over those that were available in previous versions.
Bayesian phylogenetic inference of species trees from multiple gene trees was first accomplished in the Bayesian estimation of species trees (BEST) software using a complex computational machinery, in which MrBayes was one of the components (Edwards et al. 2007; Liu and Pearl 2007) . Despite later improvements to BEST, the analyses remained slow and computationally demanding. The multispecies coalescent model has now been fully integrated in MrBayes 3.2, and several of the original algorithms have been rewritten to speed up the calculations.
Model Averaging and Model Choice
It is standard practice today to select a substitution model for Bayesian phylogenetic inference using a priori model selection procedures (Goldman 1993; Posada 1998 Posada , 2008 Suchard et al. 2001 ). An alternative is to use Bayesian model jumping during the MCMC simulation to integrate out the uncertainty concerning the correct substitution model . The latter procedure is now implemented in MrBayes 3.2. Rather than selecting a substitution model before the analysis, the user can now sample across all 203 possible time-reversible rate matrices according to their posterior probability. The model-jumping approach is available in all models where a four-by-four nucleotide model is a component, including doublet and codon models in addition to the ordinary nucleotide models.
Bayesian model choice using Bayes factors is rapidly gaining in popularity. Since earlier versions, MrBayes has reported the harmonic mean of the likelihoods from the MCMC sample, which can be used as a rough estimate of the model likelihood from which the Bayes factor is calculated (Newton and Raftery 1994) . However, there are now considerably more accurate, albeit computationally more demanding, methods (Lartillot and Philippe 2006) . Of these, MrBayes 3.2 implements the recently proposed stepping stone method (Xie et al. 2011 ) that uses MCMC to sample from a series of so-called power posterior distributions connecting the posterior distribution with the prior distribution. The samples across these distributions are then used to estimate the model likelihood. The stepping stone algorithm in MrBayes 3.2 uses the full MCMC machinery, including convergence diagnostics and Metropolis coupling, and can be applied to any model available in the program. For instance, it can be used to test various topological hypotheses or substitution models against each other.
More Output Options
MrBayes 3.2 provides more extensive output options than previous versions. The user can now request sampling of site rates, site selection coefficients, site positive selection probabilities, and ancestral states of particular nodes. A wide range of tree statistics, including the mean and variance of split or clade frequencies, node times, and branch rates, are now added as annotations to the consensus tree by the "sumt" command and can be displayed using FigTree and compatible tree viewers.
BENCHMARK AND BIOLOGICAL EXAMPLES
Benchmark data on the GPU-accelerated code are provided by Ayres et al. (2012) . A number of example data sets are distributed with the program, and tutorials illustrating most of the new features are included in the program manual. Many of the dating features in MrBayes 3.2 are discussed in some detail and used in an empirical context in Ronquist et al. (2012 
